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As freshmen, we never thought we would be starting a local
collective highlighting the amazing talent the humble San Luis
Obispo has to offer. Coming up on our two year anniversary, we
are so thankful of all our supporters we gained along the way.
This year has been a major growth spurt for WAV Zine. We
collaborated with local businesses we looked up to the day
we both moved to SLO. From throwing rave shows with SLO
Brew Rock to booking bands for SLO Film Fest, and showcasing
creatives at our craft sales, this little town is filled with its own
culture. We look to others for inspiration and the drive to tell
meaningful stories.
Without you, we wouldn't be the people we are today. WAV
Zine is a testament for young dreamers to just do it. Start that
new hobby, make your ideas a reality, and look into what's
important to you. It's a long ride but incredibly worth it at the
end.
It’s been a long ride and although we’re graduating this is only
the start for .WAV. As you read this issue of .WAV Zine, we hope
it inspires you to tap into your own dreams and start making
them a reality.
John and Renee
Co-Founders + General Managers

We would also like to honor the first people of the land San
Luis Obispo resides on. We honor the yak titʸu titʸu yak tiłhini,
Northern Chumash tribe.
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interview by Desert Rose, photography by Jett Solana

Sequoia, Founder of Ugly Moon

“MARCHING TO THE BEAT
OF MY OWN DRUM IS SO
LIBERATING”

UGLY
Moon

If you’re a fan of SLO’s DIY craft
community, you may have come
across Ugly Moon, a unique,
psychedelic art and clothing brand
identifiable by dancing mushrooms
and elfin butterflies.

how she felt inwardly gave her the

slowly evolved into a trial and error of

community filled with designer clothes

the first time and it opened my eyes

confidence

that

making and selling things. She quickly

and judgment. Her personal expression

to the fact that you can be different.

seeking approval from pop culture is

grasped that wearable art was more

came from the realization that fashion

It never dawned on me that you can

pointless.

marketable, so she narrowed her

can be used as an armor against

stand out.”

criticism.

to

understand

Discerning that Orange County wasn’t

Sequoia initially broke from the norm

offering the spaces for self-expression

“I wasn’t accepted there because I

and made a statement by dying her hair

and art, Sequoia fell into the idea to

didn’t meet the fashion standards,”

black and wearing “Fuck the Robot”

open a shop and create a platform

Sequoia explains. “When I was 12, I was

T-shirts she made herself. Dressing

to showcase art and sell it. Her idea

work to T-shirts, upcycled clothing,
and

vintage. Years

later,

Sequoia

moved to Koreatown which opened
up numerous doors. With a plethora
of resources at hand, she started to
screen print.
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exposed to Japanese street fashion for

Sequoia grew up in San Clemente, a
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Ugly Moon is Sequoia Wolfe’s vision, born from her
aspiration to build community with other femme small
business artists involved in sustainable fashion.
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Sequoia’s journey was not a linear
progression.

Her

determined

attitude,

perseverance

and

nonetheless,

carried her through every struggle.
“My motto has always been: People will
always come up with obstacles, but
you have to be resourceful and work
with what you got,” explains Sequoia.

Not only is Ugly Moon brightening up

“Instead of feeling stuck, I have a

SLO life, but it also is represents an

problem solving mindset.”

important message for the fashion

Sequoia’s

art

business

primarily

consisted of creating art in the van she
lived in and sourcing out to local shops.
Given the limited living space, her work
was only confined to one box.

its way up to San Luis Obispo where
it has been expanded into a more
structured selling platform. She has
been in awe of the community of young
people in SLO creating their own art
spaces and has been honored to be a
part of it.

horrendous

world of fashion. She spoke about the
importance sustainability, supporting
that Ugly Moon holds.
“I have been thrifting my whole life;
it’s a natural part of my life, how I was
raised. I want to create clothing where
people feel empowered and beautiful,
different and unique where they are
standing out. I want to translate my

psychedelic

forest

clothing
that

as

a

transforms

as Sequoia changes up her design.
She agrees that a lot of her work is
inspired by the psychedelic era in

expression.”
Ugly Moon is a continuously evolving
project that ebbs and flows with
Sequoia’s creativity, passions, and her
surrounding environment.

the 1960s/70s; something that is fun,

If you haven’t already checked out her

playful, experimental, a style that is

work, we recommend visiting the next

constantly in flux.

DIY craft sale, checking out some of
the local shops, or checking out the
website.
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upcycled
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and

Sequoia recognizes the

origin to my business through self

Personally, I would describe Sequoia’s
art

goal of her art business, it is clear that

local artists, and the self-empowerment

Ugly Moon, along with Sequoia, moved

“I’M NOTICING HOW IMPRESSIVE THE
YOUNGER GENERATION IS. THEY’RE OUT
THERE IN THEIR TWENTIES ORGANIZING
POP-UP ART SALES, BRINGING IN THEIR
OWN COMMUNITY. IT’S WHAT I HAVE
ALWAYS DREAMED OF. EVERYONE WANTS
TO HELP ANOTHER OUT.”

industry. When asked about the overall

6
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interview by Renee Kao, photography by Euree Hong

Yazmeen, Founder of Yatt00z

“THERE’S LITERALLY SO
MUCH TO LEARN. IN THE
GRAND SCHEME OF IT ALL, I
DON’T KNOW MUCH BUT I’M
EXCITED TO LEARN.”

YATT00Z
More than half a year later, I talked to my

work and talking to my co-worker about

friend again. Over these six months, they

stick and poke tattoos. We both were

started stick and poking and gained over

interested in learning how to tattoo

700 Instagram followers on her tattoo

and working with this new medium.

account–whereas I’ve only tattooed a

We shared sketchbook drawings and

shitty little spider on my ex. I wanted

geeked over our favorite tattoo artists on

to reignite this conversation about our

Instagram. We told stories about what

love for art and learning new ways of

our tattoos meant and bonded over the

creating. So I sat down with my friend

permanent drawings on our bodies.

and artist Yazmeen to talk about their
journey of handpoked tattoos.

local bloom

Early last summer I remember going to
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From shooting stars and magical swirls to effortless
butterflies, Yatt00z’s handpoked tattoos serve as
memento for being young and free in college.
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Growing up, Yazmeen would sit down and color and
draw for hours on this little wooden table in her
house. High school came around and she attended a
summer program at California College of the Arts in
Oakland where she took painting and drawing classes.
In her downtime, Yazmeen and other art students
would use the fashion majors’ needles to give each
other small stick and poke tattoos. Although it was
kind of unsafe, these gems were a memory of that
summer.
The real spark of curiosity to study the art of tattooing
came from a suggestion from Yazmeen’s best friend.
They saw her sketchbook that she filled during the
summer and thought some of her drawings would

Handpoked tattoos are historically the first way of

make beautiful tattoos.

tattooing. Tattoos belonged to a multitude of cultures

researched the proper ways of sanitary tattooing,
and learned the history behind tattoos. Yazmeen
then posted a flash sheet on Instagram, changed
her username to Yatt00z, and soon enough, all
appointments were booked.
Coming home from living at college, Yazmeen had to
hide and cover her tattoos, as their parents are antitattoo. Eventually, as Yatt00z began to grow, Yazmeen
expressed to her parents that tattoos have allowed
her to love and connect with her body. Yazmeen’s
dad saw her passion for tattooing and gifted her a
tattoo machine for Christmas. The acceptance from

were seen in Egypt and Japan. Technique isn’t the
only aspect of a successful tattoo artist. Knowledge
about the historic roots is something that Yazmeen
is continuously trying to learn. Honoring the most
traditional form of tattooing is important to Yazmeen
“because I feel modern tattooing has been colonized.
So it’s cool to go back to the roots.”
Yazmeen puts a lot of pressure on herself to practice
because tattoos are on your body forever. They say, “I
don’t want you to leave with it and not love it.” The
entire process is exhilarating to her, “There’s never
been a moment where I don’t want to do this. It’s so
fun and I love how intimate it is.”

her dad was a turning point for Yazmeen, saying, “My

Currently a third year and thinking about her future,

dad is my biggest supporter of my creativity. He’s

Yazmeen hopes to keep tattooing after she graduates.

always asking me are you making anything? Are you
drawing? Are you creating?"

Look out for new flash on Yazmeen’s Instagram, @yatt00z.
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Yazmeen bought actual tattoo needles, nitrile gloves,

around the world. The earliest forms of tattooing
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Thinking about practicing tattooing even more,
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interview by Desert Rose, photography by Caileigh Poeschl

Mia, Founder of Mia Makes Ice

“I WANTED TO PLAN MY OWN BECAUSE
I HAVE IDEAS I WASN’T ABLE PURSUE
IN PREVIOUS CRAFT FAIRS, INCLUDING
SUPPORTING THE COMMUNITY WITH THE
INHERENT PRIVILEGE AND ABILITY TO
HOST CRAFT FAIRS. SLO HAS SO MUCH
PRIVILEGE. IF PEOPLE HAVE THE MONEY
TO GO TO A CRAFT SALE, THEY HAVE THE
ABILITY TO DONATE A LITTLE MORE.”

INTERVIEW
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MIA

Makes

ICE

You’re immersed by colorful beads, crochet
beanies, and glitter. It’s a community of creative
and welcoming people. If you’ve lived in San Luis
Obispo for even a month, you might have found
yourself at one of SLO’s frequent craft fairs.

Throughout every craft fair she has
organized, Mia has also recognized and
prioritized the value and importance
SLO by always donating a percentage of
revenue to various local nonprofits and
movement organizers.
Mia’s crafting and entrepreneurial spirit
started in middle school with bracelets
and the renowned duck tape wallets.
If you grew up in the 2000s, you know
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of supporting the entire community of
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I was blessed with the
presence of Mia Lew, a Graphics
Communication major at Cal Poly
who not only manages her art
business Mia Makes Ice, but also
frequently organizes craft fairs
within the community. These
eventful spaces not only have
served as showcases for local
artists to feature and sell their
work, but have also fostered
connections amongst the
countless creative entities and the
supportive SLO community.
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how

valuable

these

wallets

were

people feel comfortable spending time

on the market. Continuing forward,

with others as well as participating in

Mia knew she wanted to share her

giving back to the community. Many of

creative skills and passions. She slowly

these craft fairs partner with a specific

learned to navigate a world revolving

organization to give a part of the profits

around money, attempting to reconcile

made that day. Mia has collaborated

a necessity for currency with the

with queer-based foundations such

importance of art.

as GALA and groups that provide

It wasn’t until the summer before the
pandemic that Mia really dove into the

resources to the houseless community
such as Echo and SLO Street Medics.

world of jewelry making. Her passion

At the last Bitching DIY craft fair

for creative projects inspired her to

during the winter holiday season, they

try out different styles and methods,

collected and donated over $600 worth

eventually leading her to the desire to

of gifts for the Boys and Girls club gift

host craft fairs. Starting with beaded

drive through for families. Mia seeks

stuff, Mia’s jewelry making evolved into

more events like this in her remaining

using resin which she found a lot of

months in San Luis Obispo before

inspiration and love in.

she sets off to the wonderful land of

“I love the ability to use whatever colors,

Portland!

patterns, textures, and then being able
to build off your own pieces. It definitely
hits on my graphic design background.
Sometimes I make too many different
things which aren’t all marketable, but
I don’t want to be doing things that are
always marketable,” Mia explains.

loosened, Mia and a couple of friends
started

hosting

long-awaited

craft

sales. Eventually Mia started hosting her
own signature Bitching DIY sales. These

a focus on building community, Mia has

local bloom

events attract all kinds of artists and
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As COVID rates fell and restrictions

made an effort to create spaces where
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fans of homemade jewelry and art. With
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interview by Kelsey Amann, photography by Caileigh Poeschl

Leah, Founder of Flote Apparel

"SUPPORT SLOW FASHION
AND SUPPORT LOCAL! IT
MEANS SO MUCH TO ME
AND I WANT THAT TO BE
IMPORTANT TO OTHER
PEOPLE TOO."

Flote

local bloom

The heat of summer’s rapid approach brings with it for many the
desire for an entirely new wardrobe to flaunt both on and off the
beach. Unfortunately, this usually ends up in dollars spent on cheap
pieces built to break, rather than to last, and that’s never any fun
(not to mention the lack of ethics behind fast fashion). Recently I
had the opportunity to talk with Leah Borden, slocal (haha!) bosslady and founder of Flote Apparel, a small-scale clothing shop with
unique designs, flattering cuts, and most importantly, pieces built
to last. In our conversation she shared with me the story of how
Flote came to be, her current projects, and some food for thought
on how to shop.
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Can you start by telling me about yourself and who
you are?
My name is Leah Todd Borden and I grew up in San
Diego, California, went to Cal Poly and I've been living
in SLO for seven years. I'm moving to San Francisco in
a couple of months and I'm going to take Flote there.
I studied graphic communication and I realized that
I like doing things that are a little bit more hands-on
versus sitting behind a computer.
So I actually did Flote for my senior year project. Then
that kind of led from one thing to another.
I was going to ask; so on your website, it says you
started at 12 years old?
I was always interested in learning how to sew and
make clothes so my mom signed me up for classes
when I was maybe in sixth grade. I took sewing lessons
with this cute little lady and I went to her house and
she taught me how to use a sewing machine.
I kept practicing from there and then started making
stuff for myself. I realized every summer comes
around and I basically lived in a bikini every day. So, I
was always really keen on making myself my bikinis. I
wanted to make myself stuff that I felt comfortable in.
Eventually, my friends kind of became interested and
they wanted me to make them things. I always did it
college. Now it's my full-time job.
That's very exciting. One of the best things is when
your hobby becomes your life.
Yeah. I was working at a winery in Paso, this super

.wav zine issue 04

as a fun little side project throughout high school and

money. During my lunch break, I would find myself DMing with people on Instagram wanting to buy my stuff.

local bloom

corporate, big brand winery after graduation to make
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five days in a row. When am I going to do this? And it

The tour that you're going on–can you tell me more
about it?

was that cycle of being, Well, if I wasn't here, I could

I'm focusing more on music events and music

be doing this."

festivals. I just got back from this event down south

Yeah, that's really cool. Your mission is more
sustainable pieces, so I'm assuming you make all of
the pieces yourself?

called Umbrella Weekend, which was a San Diego
collective that they put it on. Then I am doing a
festival called Desert Hearts, which is the biggest

Yeah. With sustainability, everyone could be doing

event I'll have ever vended at. Then I'll be at Shabang

more. I do the best that I can to be as sustainable

so the SLO homies should come to that!

as possible.
Your custom ordering system makes it so much more
personalized. It’s so much less likely for customers
to just throw it away.
Yeah, exactly. So I make pieces that I intend for

Can you share more about your senior project?
For my senior project, we could pretty much do
anything we wanted in GRC as long as it was somehow
related to what we learned throughout the major.

people to wear and use over and over for a long time.

I was going to make a mock business plan and a

Ideally, I never want to be making stuff that's sitting

mock outline of what the business would look like in

in someone's closet and not being used. Because it's

terms of branding, the name, what the product was

so small-scale, I can tailor what I'm buying in terms

going to be, what the social media was going to look

of fabric to exactly what I need.

like; the whole layout of everything.

I have these huge bins of scraps that I'll go through

I did my senior project in winter and then this idea had

every couple of months and do scrap projects to kind

been swirling through my mind and I never intended

of slowly whittle away at them.

for it to even be my full-time job or anything.

I'm always trying to use up all my scraps, only

I used my senior project class as the structure for

buying what I need; making everything in really small

what I wanted to do for Flote. After I graduated I

quantities, and making sure every bit of the fabric

thought, "Okay, well, I'm going to take a little bit of

that I have gets used.

time to actually do this."

Is it just you making the clothes? Do you have any
partners helping?

The material’s stretchy, right?

Yeah. It's just me. I make everything and I've

versatile. Also, It's not all one size. Some pieces are

considered having an employee, but I'm not there yet.

adjustable where all the straps and waists have ties.

I'm on this festival tour of vending which is the first

Yeah. Everything's really stretchy and super size-
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Me being like, "Oh my God, I have work for the next

making it work.

local bloom

time I've done any sort of big vendor stuff, but I'm
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So would you say you're primarily in person or more
so online?
It kind of goes in phases, so sometimes I'll have a
lineup of online orders that I need to do. Sometimes
I'm not advertising that as much and I will focus on
making inventory. It's definitely 50-50 in-person and
online, depending on the time
Do you have anything else you want to say?
I’d like to highlight the importance of supporting
local artists and supporting local clothing makers
because the environmental impact of fast fashion
has gone beyond belief.
I think recognizing the importance of the fact that
fast fashion is literally meant to break down after a
couple of uses. Having less is more and having less,
more high quality, more expensive things will save
you money in the long run.
Find Leah at one of her popups, check out Flote
on Instagram (@flote_apparel), or go crazy on the
website (floteapparel.com). Either way, shop slow,

local bloom
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shop local, shop slocal!
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interview by Connor Ellis, photography by Ariella Cohen

Honeyboys

“SHE DRINKS COFFEE I LIKE
GREEN TEA”

Honey
boys
Returning to our bread and butter, it’s time we highlight another
local artist that’s been making some real noise in the scene
lately. They’re all the rage and just dropped their debut album
on Spotify and streaming services: if you’re reading this, give a
warm, digital welcome to Honeyboys.
Connor Ellis: How did you guys meet?
How did this get started?
Ari Eisenberg: So I met Reese through
my sophomore year and when he was
a freshman.

Reese knew a bunch of

Grady Gallager: Jacob Collier...

being in jazz groups, and Matt from SLO

AE: Yeah. For Green Tea, at least within

Days. Then I met Nick my freshman year

the sound, it is very inspired by Dayglow.

because we jammed on the yakʔitʸutʸu

I looked up some Dayglow videos, and

lawn. I was just jamming with a friend,

admired how he produces his vocals.

and Nick just walked by and he said,

I was kind of going for that big delay,

I play bass and wanna play with you

kind of a little Lo-Fi radio effect that

local bloom

other musicians, he knew Grady from

CE: So I love Green Tea. Such a sick
song. What were your guys' biggest
influences?
.wav zine issue 04

the Music Production Union on campus

guys. And we just jammed.

Dayglow goes for.
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GG: It depends, sometimes we would
bring in songs, like Green Tea.

Ari

brought that one in and then we worked
on it together and made it what it is.

CE: Do you guys usually like to quantize
your drums?

doing it. And then I started writing

AE: So I'd say we have like two songs

to ukulele, that's when I first had an

with quantized drums. We'll do some
time editing but we typically don't like
to quantize drums, especially on songs
that are more about the feel. But we
have a song called Funk Banger and

Matt Sato: Recording wise, so we're able

Come To The Show that are really fast

to record individually, and then we send

and the drums are really driving the

our tracks to Ari. I personally haven't

song.

So I've been recording at this studio in
Oakland, shout out skyline Studios, but
it's awesome because I could just go in
there and there's already a nice drum
set. It's all mic-ed up and we have a
sound engineer who can quantize the
drumming.

Reese Gardner: For 4/4 indie pop, It's
good just to have straight quantized
drums that are right on the beat. But
songs like Bordeaux are more swung.
AE: Just to add to that, too, in the past
we've used some electronic drums and
stuff and so it's really nice to have live
drums on this album. That's what we're
kind of going for on this album. We've
only really released one song with fully
live drums, so it's really exciting for us

instrument where I could play along
with it. Yeah, it was before Riptide.
The first song I learned was Hey
Soul Sister and I'm Yours and then I
started writing some songs. I always
liked writing.
Nick Reeves: I'm kind of the same as
Grady, but I started songwriting in
college and I'm still working on it. I'm
still not that great at it, but I think I
started playing bass when I was 15.
MS: I started off playing piano.
It's pretty big in my family to learn
piano when we're really young. My
grandmother was a piano teacher,
so I started that in like second grade
and then started playing drums in
fifth grade. I'm not a big songwriter,

to have more of the full band kind of

but who knows in the future?

sound coming

AE: A little on Grapevine.

MS: They just want some Sato time.

MS: A little bit on Grapevine, I did a

CE: When did you start playing music
and when did you start writing music?

GG: I started playing when I was in
kindergarten, but I started writing
probably at the beginning of college like freshman year. Now it's like yeah,
I can do this shit.

few lyrics in there, but in the future,
our next EP, I'll hopefully write a song.
RG: I started playing guitar when
I was twelve, 6th grade, and then I
started songwriting around like junior
or senior year of high school. I play a
little drums and piano too, but guitar

I was three. My dad just put me into

local bloom

had a drum set up until a week ago.

music in the 6th grade when I got
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CE: What is your writing and recording
process? Do you guys jam or do most of
your songs come from some work that
one of you guys bring in?

violin because my older brother was

34

AE: For me. I started on violin when

is definitely my main thing.

CE: So what are your guys' plans for
after you graduate?

songs have like 100 tracks on them. It's

MS: That's the big question.

way because we've been working on

CE: So yeah, those are all the questions
I had. Just to make it clear, tell the
people when your album is dropping or
when they can see you next.

AE: I'm graduating in the spring but I'm

them for so long. But I think what we're
looking forward to is writing new songs.

AE: Shabang is the next big one on May

not leaving SLO for at least another
year, if not two, because I'm just trying

Obviously, playing Shabang is going to

to continue playing with these guys. Of

be amazing and I think our goal right

course, I don't see why I should leave

now is to be more consistent as a band,

CE: Thank you guys!

and have a 9-5 corporate job, no offense

with releasing every month would be

Honeyboys: Thank you so much.

GG: Yes. Everyone knows my answer

to anyone who wants to do that. I don't

really sick. Who knows if that's possible

already. Jacob Collier is my favorite.

know, I'm just trying to continue playing

but we want to be consistent with that

Hopefully that shines through on the

music. I think right now we've talked

and with content, too, as well.

album.

about it as a band and we're kind of

MS: I think another goal also is once the

biggest

musical

NR: I'd say for me, the artist that has
been a tremendous influence on my
playing style, and one that I've just
made friends with people through
geeking out over this band, is Vulfpeck.
I absolutely adore them. I think they're
great.

RG: I'd say for me, I'm a mixture of
maybe more soul and indie pop. So
for any indie pop, I'd say 1975 type
stuff and then for soul I'd say maybe
like John Mayer, John Frusciante, Tom
Misch - just people who play strats.
Kind of like that classic clean tone RnB
sound, pretty much.

playing it by ear. I know

everyone is

passionate about their schoolwork and
getting their degree and having things
other than music, but I think that if it's
working out and we're able to do it full
time, then I think that we all want to
go for it.

MS: I listen to a lot of different music

CE: Do you guys have any goals within
the next year or any bigger plans in the
future?

- just all over the spectrum- but my

AE: Well, we have our album release,

favorite artist is Dominic Fike and my

which is called "Come to the Show."

favorite album of his is his Don’t Forget
About Me, Demos album.

MS: You heard it here first.

been hard to let these songs go in a

advertise and stuff just because, to go
back to the revisions, there's 100 tracks
on some songs and there's also been
like over 100 revisions on some songs.
Like Come To The Show, we've literally
listened to it thousands of times, trying
to figure out how we want the Master
to sound. So it's been a lot of work, but
we're all really excited to put it out in
the world.
RG: My goal is probably to streamline
our recording process because we
already released an album, so I feel like

in early May, so pretty damn soon.

our next release or album or whatever,

We've been working on that since the

is going to be easier because we've

beginning. One of the songs on there,

already gone through this. I'm just super

we started working on right after we

hyped to continue to release music and

of course like Pink Floyd is also huge

released Grapevine. So we've been

just see what else we have in the tank,

- I mean that's just kind of a cop out

working on the album for two and a

other inspirations and genres.

answer. Nirvana too for sure. Yeah I

half years now and it's definitely been

definitely resonate with Kurt's Voice.

like a long time coming. A lot of the

music that's pop driven. I'm really into
Slush Puppy and Dreamer Boy, who
are some of my favorites. I like people
who are pushing genres for sure. And

Wednesday, May 4th!

album is out there, we put an effort to

AE: Yeah, and that should be dropping

AE: I've been listening to a lot of indie

14th, but our album will be dropping on

.wav zine issue 04

your

local bloom

CE: Who's
influence?
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interview by Lyle Rumon, photography by Renee Kao

Josh, JSmooth Ceramics

“IT'S COOL TO HAVE PEOPLE
COME OUT, SHOW RESPECT
AND LOVE, AND SHOW
INTEREST IN MY ART. IT KIND
OF PUSHES ME TO DO BETTER
AND PRODUCE MORE.”
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JSmooth

CERAMICS

Tucked away in the University Union, the ASI Craft Center takes
some serious spelunking to find. As a freshman last year, I never
found my way to the Craft Center; as a ceramic dopester, the
break from the ceramic studio and the calming effect of the
wheel was challenging. In high school I spent part of every day in
the studio creating cups, bowls, pots, and sculptures.1
By discovering the Craft Center, I found
someone to encourage me to get
back into ceramic fitness.2 A ceramics
teacher at the Craft Center, Josh Smith,
JSmooth sports an otherworldly big
smile while surrounded by his incredible
art. As his black Beats headphones
leaking the bass line of Bob Marley,
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also known as JSmooth, is hard to miss.

JSmooth is in his happy space.
As we sit down and begin talking, Josh
slaps a few pounds of mixed clay on
the wheel. As someone who’s been in
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Like running or working out, crafting
ceramics is an emotional flowstate experience, with the bonus
of having something to hold when
finished. Like every worthwhile
endeavor, ceramics takes lots of
practice to master and there is
little room for error. Everything has
to go right to finish a piece you’re
satisfied with. From throwing the
clay on the wheel, to trimming, to
glazing, it’s all gotta be just right.
Coming into the studio this year, I
felt very out of practice.
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the studio for years, this is more clay

Although he would never say it himself,

than I’ve ever worked with. Getting his

Josh is the guy who people ask for help.

piece wet (dare I say Smooth?), Josh

When he works, he is always chatting

easily pulls it up and down and centers

with others who are throwing around

it on the wheel. This is the first step to

him. After all the man is smooth. You

creating a set of bowls the size of my

don’t get gifted a name like JSmooth by

head.

accident. You have to earn it.

A San Luis Obispo local and former

Since Josh started teaching at the Craft

Cuesta College ceramic student, Josh’s

Center in the Fall of 2019, he has helped

artistic talents are rooted in the Central

many ceramicists find their artistic

Coast. Here in SLO, Josh finds inspiration

direction and expression. “It's cool to

in the craft center.

teach people stuff that they're going
to use for the rest of their lives. One of

“THERE'S A TON OF
PEOPLE WHO ARE
INSPIRATIONAL.
THERE ARE SO MANY
ARTISTS WHO ARE
PHENOMENAL. AND YOU
GET TO LEARN FROM
THEM IN SO MANY
DIFFERENT ASPECTS.”

my students recently bought his own
wheel and that’s really committing.” As
our conversation comes to an end, Josh
finishes his piece by pulling the lip into
a bowl. Like one breath instinctively
following another, JSmooth launches
his next batch of clay on the wheel to
throw.
JSmooth’s biggest piece of advice for
someone who is looking to explore
the art of ceramics is to, “Come to the

Spending most of his time on the wheel,

studio, take a class if you can. People

Smooth makes a plethora of bowls,

will help you out. A class is probably the

mugs, and wine cups.

studio or on Instagram at

“You can get a lot better by coming in

@jsmoothceramics.

here and asking people for help. If you
see people doing some really big stuff
ask, How do you do that? because they
want to share."

1

2

Pro tip: when a cup, bowl, or pot turns out like hell, just call it a
sculpture.
Pro tip: To find the Craft Center, you may need to rely on an
assortment of gnomes and bridge trolls. A lightning-spewing guy
named Tim can be particularly useful, despite his initially surly
disposition. Beware of the cute little bunny rabbit. That feller
appears agreeable, but is quite territorial and has a bad habit of
decapitating visitors to the Craft Center. Also, know your favorite
color with absolute certainty. A few facts about swallows, domestic and international, may also be handy in your journey.
Or just walk through the UU.
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find JSmooth in the craft center ceramic

supportive and welcoming. Josh says,
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best way to go about it though.” You can

The environment at the Craft Center is
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graduates explore themes of self expression and the fine line between art
and design.
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With four years of learning the rules of fine art and graphic design, upcoming
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sketchbook series by Monica Jardinico
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“Fuck Me in The Pantry” is a mixed media flag on found
fabric with chalk pastel, marker, acrylic paint, embroidery
floss, sewing pins and clothe mache.
‘Fuck Me in The Pantry II” is a mixed media flag on found
fabric stained with wine, soy sauce, espresso, ball point
pen, and grass.
These flags are representative of experiences Mac
Wilkinson had as a non-binary individual. The first
rendition being an impulsive response to traversing spaces
where there is the constant pressure to act in response
to heteronormativity. Wilkinson chose the phrase, Fuck Me
in The Pantry as a “closet lite”–instances in which their
queerness is not being questioned but rather their place
in a largely gendered society.
The second rendition is a more intentional flag inspired
by a pair of dirty blue jeans that have become a symbol
of the masculine. The stains are a memory of the
conscious, however mundane and habitualized, decisions
of performing in gendered spaces. Wilkinson drinks
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studio pants as an ode to their own identity.
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Americanos, orders IPA’s, and ignores inky stains on their

Fuck Me in The Pantry, mixed media on fabric, Mac Wilkinson
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As a non-binary artist, Wilkinson has become hyper
aware of how others see them: how their hands
move, where their feet point, what drinks they order.
“If porn is the misinformed teacher of how sex
should be, my own skewed views of the masculine
is the teacher of how I should be.” Mac Wilkinson
strives to unpack these ‘truths’ with humor, grief,
longing, and sincerity in distilling specific events
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through material, color, and text.
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Fuck Me in The Pantry II, mixed media on fabric, Mac Wilkinson

Kain wanted to create these posters as an homage
to the show. The posters feature custom typography
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The final season of Ozark aired this year and Nick

show. This was a pretty fun way fro Kain pass the
time while he waited for Season 4 to come out.
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and each one highlights a different season of the
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During Nick Kain's sophomore year he worked with
some classmates to create a campaign to promote
the distribution of Narcan. Narcan is the life-saving
drug given to those who overdosed on opioids. This
concept was created as a draft for that project. Kain
always loved the concept, and thinks it makes a
difficult concept feel more approachable.
SAMHSA’s National Helpline, 1-800-662-HELP (4357),

free, 24-hour-a-day, 365-day-a-year, information
service, in English and Spanish, for individuals and
family members facing mental and/or substance
use disorders.

poster series by Nick Kain
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Service) or TTY: 1-800-487-4889 is a confidential,
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(also known as the Treatment Referral Routing
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To create something new, Arthur Waidhofer disassociated
from the old, but has since settled and reconnected with
their pre-transition self. This piece was made at a time
when Arthur realized he was ready to reassociate their
physical, full-bodied sense and shows both the pain and
comfort that comes with.
Arthur Waidhofer is a queer, transmasc artist and nearly
graduated graphic design student at Cal Poly SLO, originally
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current self with their past. It depicts the moment in a

Reassociation, oil on canvas, Arthur Waidhofer
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from Santa Cruz, CA.
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“These works don’t actually mean anything to me
(#ItsNotThatDeep). It’s more of a way for me to clear
my mind and design something meaningless and
purely for the sole purpose of aesthetics. But yeah,
as you can tell, I really love type and bright colors."
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Elaine Do
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Elaine Do is a fourth-year graphic design student from San Jose, CA.
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There is softness in my fracture was created as a
process-based work that emphasizes the queering
of materiality. Matted fleece blanket was torn, cut,
and patched using paper mache forms. These paper
mache forms were stomped on, ripped apart, and
sewn into the gaps of the blanket using yarn. Parts of
the blanket were pulled together and sewn, creating
thick pockets and draping folds. Korean pear netting
was stretched, forming a material, cultural, ancestral
bridge across the blanket “landscape”, while another
netting was comfortably formed over a fold, serving
as a sort of bandage. Suspended, this piece serves
as documentation of melancholia and healing of
the fragmented queer, Korean American diasporic

There is softness in my fracture, Fleece blanket, Korean
pear netting, paper mache, yarn, Olivia Leigh Andersson
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experience.
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Olivia Leigh Andersson is a fourth-year Art and Design
student, concentrating in Studio Art.
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A

Crocheted

WORLD
By Ariella Cohen

Thread Headz is a small business Ariella Cohen started spring of 2021
selling custom, handmade crochet hats. She began crocheting as a way to
experiment and have freedom with design, much of her inspiration coming
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from nature, resulting in a lot of earth tone colorways.
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Cohen enjoys getting the customers involved in the color selection
process so they feel more connected to the product.

"I WANT THEM TO FEEL
LIKE THE COOLEST KID ON
THE BLOCK IN A VERSATILE
PRODUCT THEY CAN WEAR IN
ANY SEASON."
The name Thread Headz was inspired by ‘Dead Heads’, and the welcoming,
positive vibes that go along with it.
Cohen has started expanding the business to sweaters and hope to
create a greater variety of products in the near future. "I love seeing how
customers style their hats and can’t wait for what the future holds for
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Thread Headz!"
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Self

INTERPRETED
By Euree Hong

The “self-interpreted” photo series intended to display head pieces that
Euree Hong made to emulate and personify how music can feel. Hong came
up with these designs as a way to represent different genres of music but
when it came to conceptualizing how each piece should be shot and putting
the pieces on the models, Hong realized music is distinct to each person and
there is no singular feeling that Hong could capture.
What people hear and attach meaning to is unique to each individual That’s
where this series changed. Hong and her team added the human touch to
these objects and their goal changed from representing music to representing
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"MUSIC IS FREEING, IT WRAPS
AROUND US AND CONSOLES
US, IT CAN MAKE US FEEL LIKE
THERE’S A MILLION STREAKS
OF LIGHT IS SHINING INTO US."
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how music can make people feel.
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